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ABSTRACT

This study analyzes the differences between an objective, automated identi-

fication of tropical cyclones (TCs) that undergo extratropical transition (ET),

and the designation of ET determined subjectively by human forecasters in

best-track data in all basins globally. The objective identification of ET is

based on a TC’s trajectory through the cyclone phase space (CPS), calculated

from the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55) and the ECMWF Interim Re-

analysis (ERA-Interim). The resulting classification into “ET storms” and

“non-ET storms” underlies the global climatology of ET presented in Part I

of this two-part study. In Part II, the present paper, the authors investigate

how well the ET storms defined in the CPS agree with those defined in the

best-track records, and how that agreement depends on whether the CPS is

calculated from JRA-55 or from ERA-Interim data.

According to F1 scores and Matthews correlation coefficients (MCCs), the

classification of ET storms in the CPS agrees best with the best-track classi-

fication in the Western North Pacific and the North Atlantic. The MCCs in-

dicate that the JRA-55 and ERA-Interim classifications of ET storms are very

strong (MCC > 0.7) predictors of whether a storm undergoes ET in the West-

ern North Pacific, and strong (MCC > 0.6) predictors in the North Atlantic.

The JRA-55 classification achieves higher performance scores than does the

ERA-Interim classification, and the differences are statistically significant in

all basins except the North Atlantic. The lower performance of ERA-Interim

is mainly due to a higher false alarm rate, which is especially pronounced in

the Central and Eastern North Pacific.
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1. Introduction41

In the first part of this study (Bieli et al. 2018, hereafter Part I), we presented a global climatology42

of tropical cyclones (TCs) that undergo extratropical transition (ET). ET occurs as a TC moves into43

higher latitudes and encounters cooler sea surface temperatures and stronger vertical wind shear44

(Jones et al. 2003). During this transition, the TC loses its radially symmetric warm-core structure45

and becomes an extratropical cyclone with asymmetric features and a cold core. The resulting46

system can in some instances be more intense than it was prior to ET and can threaten coastal47

regions and maritime activities with damaging precipitation, waves, and winds (e.g., Jones et al.48

2003; Loridan et al. 2014; Pelissero and Chiao 2014).49

ET is a multi-faceted process involving complex interactions between a tropical system and50

its large-scale midlatitude environment. Therefore, forecasters in TC warning centers analyze a51

wide range of satellite images, model output, and observations to identify the ET of individual52

storms. In the TC best-track archives, a storm that is determined to have completed ET based53

on this analysis (and after a post-storm review taking into account all available data) receives an54

“extratropical” label. These labels thus represent a definition of ET that involves subjective expert55

judgment. In contrast, the cyclone phase space (CPS) framework proposed by Hart (2003) defines56

ET in a purely objective, automatable way. The CPS has become widely used and has been applied57

to operational analysis and reanalysis data (e.g., Hart 2003; Kitabatake 2011; Wood and Ritchie58

2014) as well as climate model output (Liu et al. 2017; Zarzycki et al. 2016).59

In Part I, we used two reanalyses, the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al.60

2015) and the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts’ (ECMWF) Interim Re-61

analysis (ERA-Interim; Dee et al. 2011), to locate TCs in the CPS and study ET in seven global62

ocean basins. For comparison, statistics obtained from the storm type information (i.e., the “ex-63
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tratropical” labels) in the TC best-track data were included as well. The resulting geographical,64

seasonal, and temporal characteristics of ET differed between the basins, but also between the two65

reanalyses and the best-track labels. This raises the question to what extent the globally consistent66

view obtained from a reanalysis is consistent from one reanalysis dataset to another and also with67

forecaster judgment.68

The objective definitions for the onset and completion of ET in the CPS were developed by69

Evans and Hart (2003) using 61 Atlantic TCs, all of which had been declared by the National70

Hurricane Center (NHC) to have undergone ET. The study includes a comparison of the timing of71

ET in the CPS with that in the best-track data from the NHC. However, Evans and Hart (2003) did72

not examine how the classification into “ET storms” (i.e., storms that undergo ET at some point in73

their lifetimes) and “non-ET storms” (i.e., storms that do not undergo ET) obtained from the CPS74

compares to that in the best-tracks, when considering a set of TCs with unknown classification.75

Applying the CPS to identify ET in a set of recurving TCs, Kofron et al. (2010) found that the CPS76

does not discriminate between ET storms and non-ET storms. However, their definition of ET is77

not based on the best-track labels but on a manual examination of each cyclone’s surface pressure78

field in reanalysis data.79

The dependence on the dataset used to locate the TCs in the CPS makes it difficult to isolate80

the effect of the methodological differences between the definition of ET in the CPS and that81

in the best-tracks. An example of this dependence are the ET fractions presented in Part I: In82

most basins, the classification obtained from ERA-Interim diagnoses a larger number of storms83

as undergoing ET than does the JRA-55 classification. As there is no universal definition of ET,84

it is not possible to assess the correctness of the two classifications in absolute terms. However,85

we can evaluate how well the CPS classifications agree with the best-track records, and how that86
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agreement depends on whether the CPS is calculated from JRA-55 or from ERA-Interim data.87

This second part of the study sets out to answer these questions on a global basis.88

2. Data and Methods89

a. TC Best-Track and Reanalysis Datasets90

This study is based on the same data as Part I: The cyclone data are best-track datasets from91

the National Hurricane Center (NHC) in the North Atlantic (NAT) and in the Eastern and Central92

North Pacific (ENP), from the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (JTWC) in the North Indian Ocean93

(NI), the Southern Hemisphere (SH), and the Western North Pacific (WNP), and from the Japan94

Meteorological Agency (JMA) in the WNP. Within the SH, we distinguish the South Indian Ocean95

(SI), the Australian region (AUS), and the South Pacific (SP).96

The best-track data provide information on the position of the storm center, maximum wind97

speed, and the type of the storm as declared by the respective operational meteorological agencies.98

In the best-track archives of the JTWC, the “storm type” records only start in 2003. For our99

analysis, we consider named TCs that occurred in the satellite era 1979-2015.100

We use two reanalysis datasets, the Japanese 55-year Reanalysis (JRA-55; 1.25◦×1.25◦) re-101

leased by the JMA (Kobayashi et al. 2015) and the ECMWF’s Interim Reanalysis (ERA-Interim;102

0.7◦×0.7◦; Dee et al. 2011). Both datasets are considered state-of-the-art reanalyses and apply103

a four-dimensional variational data assimilation to provide dynamically consistent estimates of104

the state of the atmosphere in 6-hourly time steps. It is worth noting that the JRA-55 assimila-105

tion system uses artificial wind profile retrievals in the vicinity of TCs. Generated by synthetic106

dropwindsondes, they approximate the TC wind profile at the best-track locations and are then107
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processed like observed data (Ebita et al. 2011; Hatsushika et al. 2006). ERA-Interim, on the108

other hand, does not assimilate any artificial TC information.109

b. Cyclone Phase Space (CPS)110

We use the CPS proposed by Hart (2003) to objectively identify storms that undergo ET. In the111

CPS framework, the physical structure of cyclones is described based on three parameters that112

can all be computed from geopotential height fields: The B parameter measures the asymmetry in113

the geopotential thickness surrounding the cyclone, and two thermal wind (VT ) parameters assess114

whether the cyclone has a warm or cold core structure in the upper (−VU
T ) and lower (−V L

T )115

troposphere (with the convention of the minus sign, positive values correspond to warm cores). In116

this study, we treat all three parameters as dimensionless quantities that have been normalized by117

their units.118

The B parameter is computed by taking the difference between the average 900-600 hPa geopo-119

tential thickness to the right and to the left of the storm, in a radius of 500 km around the storm120

center:121

B = h
(

Z600 hPa−Z900 hPa

∣∣∣∣
R
−Z600 hPa−Z900 hPa

∣∣∣∣
L

)
,

where Z is geopotential height, R indicates right relative to the storm motion, L indicates left122

relative to the storm motion, and the overbar indicates the areal mean over a semicircle of radius123

500 km. The hemispheric parameter h is 1 for the northern hemisphere and -1 for the southern124

hemisphere. Thermally symmetric storms will thus have B values close to zero, while large B125

values represent thermally asymmetric storms.126
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The parameters −V L
T and −VU

T evaluate the thermal wind in the 900-600 hPa layer and the127

600-300 hPa layer, respectively:128

−V L
T =

∂∆Z
∂ (ln p)

∣∣∣∣600 hPa

900 hPa

−VU
T =

∂∆Z
∂ (ln p)

∣∣∣∣300 hPa

600 hPa

They are computed by linear regression of ∆Z, the difference in maximum and minimum geopo-129

tential height within 500 km of the storm’s center, over seven pressure levels. The pressure levels130

range from 900 hPa to 600 hPa and from 600 hPa to 300 hPa, in increments of 50 hPa. Positive131

values of −V L
T and −VU

T (weakening geostrophic wind with height) then indicate the presence of132

a warm core in that layer, while strengthening winds with height lead to negative values and are133

associated with cold-cored systems.134

TCs are characterized by small values of B and positive values of −V L
T and −VU

T , while extrat-135

ropical storms have large values of B and negative values of −V L
T and −VU

T . As described by Hart136

(2003), transitioning storms typically follow a trajectory where the storm first loses its symmetry137

before developing a cold core in the lower troposphere. Evans and Hart (2003) then define the138

onset of ET as the time when the B parameter first exceeds a value of 10, while the drop of −V L
T139

below zero marks the end of the process.140

For this study, no smoothing was applied to the CPS parameters, and the original definition of141

ET has been modified to maximize the agreement with the ET cases in the best-track datasets:142

We increased the B threshold to 11 and required −VU
T (not just −V L

T ) to become negative for a143

successful ET completion, i.e., we required the cyclone to develop a cold-core structure throughout144

the 900-300 hPa layer. In addition, ET onset was only declared if a storm had wind speeds of at145

least 33 kt, as some tropical depression-like systems or monsoonal troughs raise false alarms due146

to their asymmetric structure.147
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After computing the CPS parameters along all best-tracks, we applied the CPS criteria to classify148

each storm either as an “ET storm”, if it completes the transition from a tropical to an extratropical149

system, or as a “non-ET storm”, if it does not. This resulted in two binary classifications, one from150

the CPS parameters computed using JRA-55 data (the “JRA-55 classifier”), and one from the CPS151

parameters obtained from ERA-Interim data (the “ERA-Interim classifier”). A third is given by152

the “storm type” labels in the best-track archives, which represent the classification proposed by153

the specialists at the operational warning centers.154

c. Statistical Performance Measures155

For the purpose of this study, we treat the best-track labels as the “true” classifications of ET156

storms (see section 4 for a discussion of this assumption). Consequently, the performance of157

the CPS classifiers is assessed by comparing their predicted ET events to the ET events in the158

best-track labels, both by checking the agreement on individual storms as well as by applying159

statistical performance measures. Two commonly used statistical performance metrics for binary160

classification algorithms are precision and recall (e.g., Ting 2010), which are defined as follows:161

precision =
T P

T P+FP

recall =
T P

T P+FN

TP, FP, and FN are the number of true positives, false positives, and false negatives. Thus,162

precision is the ratio of correctly predicted positive observations (here: ET storms) to the total163

predicted positive observations and answers the question, “Of all storms a CPS classifier declares164

to have undergone ET, how many actually did?” Recall is the ratio of correctly predicted positive165

observations to all observations in the actual class – the corresponding question is “Of all true ET166

storms, how many does the CPS classifier label as such?” The harmonic mean of precision and167

recall is called the F1 score and quantifies the overall performance of the CPS classifiers in a single168
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number:169

F1 = 2
precision× recall
precision+ recall

F1 score, precision and recall all range from 0 to 1, with higher scores signaling better perfor-170

mances.171

The Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) introduced by Matthews (1975) additionally takes172

into account the number of true negatives (TN). It is defined as:173

MCC =
T P×T N−FP×FN√

(T P+FP)(T P+FN)(T N +FP)(T N +FN)

The MCC returns a value between -1 and 1. A coefficient of 1 represents a perfect prediction,174

0 no better than random prediction, and -1 indicates total disagreement between prediction and175

observation. A classifier is considered strong if it has an MCC between 0.4 and 0.7, while a very176

strong classifier has an MCC >0.7.177

d. Significance Test for Differences in F1 Scores and MCCs178

We use a Monte Carlo type method to assess the significance of the differences in the perfor-179

mance metrics (F1 scores and MCCs) achieved by the classifications obtained from JRA-55 and180

ERA-Interim. The method is based on n = 1000 draws of randomly (with replacement) sampled181

subsets of five years. In each draw, the performance metrics of the two classifiers are calculated182

on the storms that occurred in the sampled five years. Based on the kJRA-55 times the JRA-55183

classifier wins a draw (i.e., achieves a higher performance) and the kERAInt = n−kJRA-55 draws the184

ERA-Interim classifier wins, we let k = max(kJRA-55,kERAInt) denote the number of draws won by185

the better performing classifier, and we define “success” to be the event that the better classifier186

wins a draw. The null hypothesis assumes that the JRA-55 and ERA-Interim classifiers are equally187

likely to win a draw, i.e., that the probability of success, ps, equals 0.5. Treating the individual188
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draws as Bernoulli trials, the probability of obtaining at least k successes under the null hypothesis189

is:190

P(X ≥ k | ps = 0.5) =
i=n

∑
i=k

(
n
i

)
pi

s(1− ps)
n−i

= 0.5n
i=n

∑
i=k

(
n
i

)
If this probability is smaller than a significance level of σ = 0.05, we reject the null hypoth-191

esis and conclude that the difference in the performance scores of the JRA-55 and ERA-Interim192

classifiers is statistically significant.193

3. Results194

a. Spatial Distribution of Misclassifications195

In our evaluation of the JRA-55 and ERA-Interim classifiers against the best-track labels, we196

distinguish between misclassification of positive samples and negative samples. Misclassified197

positive samples are false negatives, i.e., actual ET storms that are not identified in the CPS, and198

misclassified negative samples are false positives, i.e., storms that are classified as ET storms in the199

CPS but not in the best-track data. Similarly, correctly classified storms are either true positives200

or true negatives. Table 1 gives the complete breakdown for each basin and reveals that in five201

of eight basins, false negatives are the dominant source of error in JRA-55, while ERA-Interim202

has more false positives than false negatives in five of the eight basins. Moreover, ERA-Interim203

produces more false positives than JRA-55 in all basins. The most striking example is the ENP,204

where ERA-Interim has 135 false positives, compared to 23 for JRA-55 – this finding will be205

analyzed further in section 3.b.206

Table 1 also demonstrates the importance of a storm-by-storm evaluation for a meaningful com-207

parison of the ET events defined in the CPS with those in the best-track data: Part I showed that in208
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the WNP, the difference between ERA-Interim’s ET fraction and the ET fraction in the best-tracks209

is smaller for the JTWC data than for the JMA data. However, the percentage of correctly classi-210

fied cyclones is greater for the JMA data (91.0% in JRA-55 and 88.3% in ERA-Interim) than for211

the JTWC data (77.2% and 72.6%).212

Fig. 1 presents the spatial distribution of the storm-by-storm evaluation for the NAT and the213

WNP, showing the prevailing correct classifications (true positives and true negatives, marked by214

green and blue dots) compared to the misclassified storms (false positives and false negatives,215

marked by red and magenta dots). The majority of false positives are located north of 20◦N, but216

they can occur as far south as 7◦N (ERA-Interim, WNP). We also note the absence of any obvious217

systematic differences in the spatial distribution of the wrongly classified storms between the two218

reanalyses.219

For the SH, the distribution as well as the number of wrongly classified storms are similar in the220

results for JRA-55 (Fig. 2) and ERA-Interim (not shown). There is a zonal band of true negatives221

with false positives at its southern edge, which implies that the CPS classifiers tend to declare ET222

more readily and farther north than the JTWC. At the same time, though, the CPS classification223

also fails to identify ET events that happen considerably farther south, as indicated by the false224

negatives poleward of 30◦S.225

ET in the NI (Fig. 2) is more difficult to assess due to the blocking effect of the continental land226

mass, which prevents storms from moving far enough north to undergo ET. From 2003 to 2015,227

the JTWC only labeled one storm as extratropical. As a result, the evaluation of ET detection in228

the NI proved most sensitive to changes in the threshold values of the CPS parameters – e.g., the229

JRA-55 classification perfectly matches the observations when applying a −V L
T value of -10 as a230

criterion for ET completion.231
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b. A Closer Look at the ENP232

The discrepancy between the ET classifications of JRA-55 and ERA-Interim in the ENP (Table233

1) motivates a closer inspection of that basin. Fig. 3 confirms that the ET detection in JRA-234

55 matches the observations better, showing only a few scattered false positives, whereas ERA-235

Interim features many red dots off the west coast of Mexico. Hence, ERA-Interim’s overestimation236

of the ET fraction in the ENP is the result of wrongly classified ET events occurring over the237

ocean, in the latitude range from about 15◦N to 30◦N. This proneness to false positives is also238

manifest in box plots plots of all six-hourly CPS parameters in the ENP (Fig. 4) – compared to239

their counterparts in JRA-55, the distributions of all three parameters in ERA-Interim have higher240

fractions of their values in the extratropical range (i.e., B > 11, −V L
T < 0, −VU

T < 0).241

Of all 114 storms that are false positive in the ERA-Interim classification but true negative in242

the JRA-55 classification, 82 (72%) do not begin ET based on the CPS in JRA-55, i.e., they never243

exceed the asymmetry threshold B = 11. In the remaining cases, the JRA-55 classifier diagnoses244

the onset of ET, but failure to reach the thresholds for upper and/or lower tropospheric thermal245

wind parameter prevents the completion of ET.246

Weak or dissipating stages at the end of a TC’s lifetime may produce CPS signatures similar to247

those of ET storms, which raises the question if there is a specific type of cyclones in the best-248

track data that tends to be misdiagnosed as ET in the ERA-Interim classification. At the time249

when ET is completed according to the ERA-Interim classifier, almost half of the cyclones are250

labeled “tropical storms” (TCs with an intensity of 34-63 kt) in the NHC best-track data. “Tropical251

depressions” (TCs of intensity < 34 kt) and “lows” (lows of any intensity that are neither tropical,252

subtropical, nor extratropical cyclones) account for about 25% and 15% of the cases, respectively.253

Adjusting the CPS diagnostics such that ET completion is precluded at times when a cyclone is254
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considered a tropical depression in the best-track data reduces the number of false alarms from 114255

to 94, and the effect is smaller for tropical storms or lows. The improvement is not greater because256

in the ERA-Interim classification, storms typically maintain a cold-core structure over an extended257

period of time – e.g., if the CPS diagnostics “block” the ET completion of a tropical storm, the258

blocked ET is completed at a later time, when the storm is of type “tropical depression” or “low” in259

the best-track data. These results indicate that the false alarms in ERA-Interim are not associated260

with difficulties in the representation of a specific storm type. Rather, they are the result of storms261

that become asymmetric – on average after a third of their life time – and then exhibit a cold-core262

structure at multiple later stages. That ERA-Interim has a bias toward cold-core structures in the263

representation of TCs in the ENP was also noted by Wood and Ritchie (2014).264

Composite fields of geopotential height (Fig. 5) show the representation of these 114 storms in265

JRA-55 and ERA-Interim. The composites are the averages of fields centered on the best-track266

storm location, which were extracted in a 20◦ lat × 20◦ lon box at the time when the ERA-Interim267

classifier declared ET completion. Both reanalyses feature a cyclone located in the center. Thus,268

positional differences between the locations of the storm centers in the best-tracks and those in269

ERA-Interim are not the primary reason for ERA-Interim’s higher false alarm rate. At the 900 hPa270

and 600 hPa levels, the composites of JRA-55 show a more radially symmetric cyclone than those271

of ERA-Interim. This is consistent with the lower values of the B parameter reached in JRA-55,272

which lead to fewer storms being diagnosed to have undergone ET. With a difference of almost273

10 hPa in central pressure, the cyclone in the 900 hPa composite of JRA-55 is also considerably274

stronger than that of ERA-Interim.275

As mentioned in section 2.a, JRA-55 uses historical data to produce artificial dropsonde ob-276

servations in the vicinity of TCs, which are then processed like regular observations (Hatsushika277

et al. 2006). This is a key difference between JRA-55 and ERA-Interim, which does not apply a278
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special TC treatment in its data assimilation process, and may help to explain the greater strength279

and higher symmetry of the vortices in the JRA-55 composites. Still, it does not explain why the280

resulting difference in classification skill is greater in the ENP than in the other basins. However,281

the paucity of ET in the ENP and the uncertain influence of quality differences in the “true” ET282

labels provided by the best-track data hamper a further analysis of this issue.283

c. ET Time284

In order to analyze the timing of ET, probability density functions (PDFs) of the differences285

between the best-track ET times (as defined by the operational warning centers) and the times of286

ET completion in the CPS were calculated using a Gaussian kernel density estimation (Fig. 6).287

These PDFs are based on the set of all ET events that were identified both in the CPS and in the288

best-track archives (i.e, on the set of all true positives). The distributions in the NAT are broader289

than in the WNP and the SH, indicating a higher variance in the declared ET time between the290

CPS and the NHC than between the CPS and the JMA or the JTWC. In the NAT, ERA-Interim on291

average declares ET completion about 20 h before the NHC assigns the first “extratropical” label.292

This is consistent with Evans and Hart (2003), who examined the ET time of of 38 cyclones in the293

NAT and found that the time of ET completion diagnosed by the CPS in the ECMWF’s 15-year294

Reanalysis (ERA-15; Gibson et al. 1997) occurs on average about 28 h earlier than in the NHC295

best-tracks. In contrast, the mean difference between the ET time in JRA-55 and that of the NHC296

classification is almost zero. The JRA-55 ET completion times also agree slightly better with the297

JMA labels in the WNP than the ERA-Interim completion times do, while the PDFs of the ET298

time differences to the JTWC labels in the SH are almost identical for the two reanalysis datasets.299
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d. Precision, Recall, F1 Scores, and Matthews Correlation Coefficients300

Fig. 7a shows the F1 scores of the JRA-55 and ERA-Interim classifiers. The CPS classification301

agrees best with the observations in the WNP and the NAT, with F1 scores of 0.91 and 0.80 for302

JRA-55, and 0.88 and 0.80 for ERA-Interim. As already indicated in Table 1, the classification in303

the WNP based on the JTWC best-tracks receives a lower F1 score than that based on the JMA304

best-tracks. In Part I, it was shown that the JMA best-tracks on average extend further northeast305

than the JTWC best-tracks. Thus, the operational treatment of ET in the JMA and the JTWC as306

well as the tracks themselves may contribute to the differences in the F1 scores.307

Compared to the F1 scores in the NAT and the WNP (JMA), the scores in the ENP, the NI and308

the SH basins are markedly lower for both reanalyis datasets – but while the values for ERA-309

Interim fall off to almost zero (F1 = 0.10 in the ENP), the JRA-55 classification maintains a better310

performance in these basins (even though the relatively high F1 score of 0.67 in the NI might have311

to be taken with a grain of salt due to the small number of storms and the rareness of ET events).312

The decomposition of the F1 scores into precision and recall (Fig. 7b) reveals that the F1 scores313

in the NAT, the WNP and the SH basins are composed of almost equal values of precision and314

recall – in other words, the CPS ET classification is equally good at avoiding false positives as at315

avoiding false negatives. The F1 performance in the NI and the ENP is more asymmetric, with a316

higher recall than precision. This is likely a result of the scarcity of ET events in these two basins,317

which favors false alarms.318

The MCCs are greater than zero in all basins (Fig. 8), indicating that the predictions of the CPS319

classifiers are better than random predictions (recall that the MCC ranges from -1 to 1). As is the320

case for the F1 scores, the MCCs in the WNP (JMA) and the NAT have similar values for the two321

reanalyses, and the ERA-Interim classification in the ENP achieves the lowest score. The MCCs322
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of JRA-55 exceed those of ERA-Interim in all basins. In the SP, the MCC is considerably lower323

than in the other two SH basins, despite similar F1 scores. With that exception, the general pattern324

of the evaluation is robust with respect to the two performance metrics.325

However, it is notable that if we used the proportion of correct predictions (also termed accuracy)326

as a measure of classification skill, the NI would achieve the highest scores (0.99 in JRA-55 and327

0.93 in ERA-Interim), and the average score of the two reanalyses in the ENP would be higher328

than that in the NAT (0.85 compared to 0.81). These results make it clear that accuracy is not329

useful when the two classes (ET storms and non-ET storms) are of very different sizes.330

Table 2 presents the results of the significance test described in section 2.d, for the F1 score331

and the MCC. With the exception of the NAT, all differences between the performance scores of332

the JRA-55 and the ERA-Interim classifications are significant. Recall that in this test, a high333

statistical significance does not necessarily imply that the performance difference is large, but that334

a (possibly small) difference in classification skill is consistently present on randomly sampled335

subsets of storms.336

e. Time Series of Classification Skill337

In the NAT and the WNP, the high quality of the best-track datasets and relevance of ET moti-338

vate a look at how the agreement between the CPS classification and the best-track classification339

has evolved over time. A possible reason for changes in that agreement are modifications in the340

operational procedures at TC warning centers – e.g., since 2005, the NHC has routinely used341

model-derived CPS parameters in operational forecast discussions.342

Fig. 9 shows time series of F1 scores and MCCs in these two basins, and Table 2 summarizes the343

statistics of these time series. In both basins, the slopes of the linear regression lines are positive,344

but only those in the WNP are statistically significant. For high classification skills, the difference345
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between the F1 scores and the MCCs becomes small, which leads to the almost identical time346

series in the WNP. The correlations between the time series of JRA-55 and ERA-Interim are high347

and statistically significant (Table 2). Thus, the two classifiers do not only have similar F1 scores348

and MCCs on the set of all storms (Figs. 7 and 9), but also on individual three-yearly subsets of349

storms. Also, the introduction of the CPS as an operational tool at the NHC does not have a visible350

impact on the F1 scores and MCCs in the NAT. This consistency in time likely reflects the fact that351

Evans and Hart (2003) originally built the CPS diagnostics of ET on the NHC classifications.352

4. Discussion353

The fact that the JRA-55 classifier agrees better with the observed ETs recorded in the best-track354

datasets than the ERA-Interim classifier is consistent with Murakami (2014), where JRA-55 comes355

out ahead in an evaluation of the representation of TCs in six reanalyses. As mentioned in section356

3.b, the high rate of false positives we found in the ENP conforms with Wood and Ritchie (2014),357

who noted in thier study of ET in the ENP that ERA-Interim has a bias toward cold-core values in358

the 900-600 hPa layer compared with both JRA-55 and the final operational global analysis (FNL)359

data from the Global Forecast System. However, deficiencies in the representation of TCs are360

by no means limited to ERA-Interim but are a well-known issue of reanalyses (including JRA-55;361

e.g., Hodges et al. 2017; Murakami 2014; Schenkel and Hart 2012) and climate model output (e.g.,362

Camargo and Wing 2016; Randall et al. 2007) in general.363

The most prominent problem associated with TCs in reanalyses is the substantial underestima-364

tion of the storm intensities. However, the fact that the CPS parameters are based on relative365

comparisons (layer thickness left and right of the storm for B, and vertical profiles of ∆Z for ther-366

mal wind parameters) rather than absolute values of variables like wind speed suggests that they367

may be relatively unaffected by the unrealistically weak intensities. To the extent this is true,368
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this independence of the CPS parameters on absolute storm intensity also offers the hope that the369

threshold parameters used to detect ET may not have to be adjusted to the increasing resolution370

and stronger intensities of cyclones in future reanalyses.371

Of course, the performance evaluation of the CPS classifiers presented in this study also hinges372

on the quality of the best-track data, in particular on the labels indicating the tropical or extratrop-373

ical nature of each cyclone. Even though the best-tracks are the most accurate and comprehensive374

archives of historical TC data available, it should be kept in mind that they are still prone to con-375

siderable uncertainty, especially the components that are derived from a forecaster’s subjective376

judgment (e.g., Landsea and Franklin 2013). The exact procedure determining whether a cyclone377

is considered tropical or extratropical varies among the different TC warning centers. Usually,378

the decision is based on a combination of satellite imagery, model forecast fields and other oper-379

ational tools – Fogarty (2010) provides an overview of ET-related operational forecast practices380

in many agencies. Sometimes a “human dimension” is included because public perception of a381

cyclone’s threat changes when the system is declared extratropical (Masson 2014). Finally, there382

may be inhomogeneities in the data quality due to agencies putting less effort into the classifica-383

tion of transitioning storms or stopping the tracking earlier in basins where ET storms do not pose384

a threat to land.385

Given these limitations, it is clear that assessing the CPS classifiers against the best-track labels386

cannot in all cases be interpreted as a comparison with the “true” classification. However, the387

time series of best-track ET fractions shown in Part I did not reveal any statistically significant388

trends at the 95% significance level that were robust between the two reanalyses, and neither did389

time series of the magnitude of the difference between the CPS-based fractions and the best-track390

labels (not shown). Trends were also absent in time series of the annual mean latitude of storm391

track end points (not shown). Taken together, these results indicate that operational procedures392
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in the tracking and characterization of cyclones have been fairly consistent in the time period393

1979-2015, which provides some reassuring evidence that the best-track labels can to a reasonable394

approximation be assumed to represent the “ET truth.” In basins where that assumption is less395

valid, it still provides a means to examine differences in the ET classifications of the two reanalysis396

datasets, but there is limited value in interpreting the observed differences in terms of classification397

skill.398

5. Summary and Concluding Remarks399

This study complements the global climatology of tropical cyclones (TCs) that undergo extrat-400

ropical transition (ET) presented in Part I. The climatology is based on objective identification of401

ET in the cyclone phase space (CPS), calculated from JRA-55 and ERA-Interim reanalysis data.402

Part I examined the geographical, seasonal, and temporal characteristics of ET in seven ocean403

basins. In the present paper, we have investigated how well the ET storms defined in the CPS404

agree with those defined in the best-track records, and how that agreement depends on whether the405

CPS is calculated from JRA-55 or from ERA-Interim data.406

The results from this analysis can be summarized as follows:407

• The classification into ET storms and non-ET storms obtained from the CPS agrees best408

with the best-track classification in the Western North Pacific (WNP) and the North Atlantic409

(NAT). According to the Matthews correlation coefficients (MCCs), the JRA-55 and ERA-410

Interim classifiers are very strong (MCC > 0.7) predictors of whether a storm undergoes ET411

in the WNP, and strong (MCC > 0.6) predictors in the NAT.412

• The JRA-55 classifier achieves higher performance scores than the ERA-Interim classifier.413

Except in the NAT, the differences are statistically significant in all basins.414
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• The lower performance of ERA-Interim is mainly due to a higher false alarm rate, which415

is especially pronounced in the Central and Eastern North Pacific (ENP). The false positive416

TCs in the ENP are weaker and less symmetric than their counterparts in JRA-55, which is417

possibly a result of the vortex bogusing technique applied in the data assimilation process of418

JRA-55.419

• On average, ET completion in the NAT and the WNP occurs earlier in ERA-Interim than in420

JRA-55, but almost simultaneously in the Southern Hemisphere.421
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TABLE 1. Evaluation of the ET events determined in the CPS against those defined in the best-track datasets:

Breakdown into true positives (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP), and false negatives (FN). Values

are given as storm counts and as percentages of the total number of storms. Basins for which the values only

refer to the time period 2003-2015 are marked with an asterisk.

510

511

512

513

JRA-55 ERA-Interim

Basin TP TN FP FN TP TN FP FN

NAT 170
(37.3%)

203
(44.5%)

48
(10.5%)

35
(7.7%)

181
(39.7%)

187
(41.0%)

64
(14.0%)

24
(5.3%)

WNP (JMA) 404
(42.9%)

453
(48.1%)

35
(3.7%)

49
(5.2%)

423
(45.0%)

407
(43.3%)

81
(8.6%)

30
(3.2%)

WNP (JTWC)* 82
(27.2%)

151
(50.0%)

25
(8.3%)

44
(14.6%)

82
(27.2%)

137
(45.4%)

39
(12.9%)

44
(14.6%)

ENP 6
(1.0%)

570
(93.4%)

23
(3.8%)

11
(1.8%)

8
(1.3%)

458
(75.1%)

135
(22.1%)

9
(1.5%)

NI* 1
(1.5%)

66
(97.1%)

1
(1.5%)

0
(0.0%)

1
(1.5%)

62
(91.2%)

5
(7.4%)

0
(0.0%)

SI* 17
(14.3%)

79
(66.4%)

8
(6.7%)

15
(12.6%)

15
(12.6%)

77
(64.7%)

10
(8.4%)

17
(14.3%)

AUS* 12
(10.2%)

88
(74.6%)

7
(5.9%)

11
(9.3%)

13
(11.0%)

80
(67.8%)

15
(12.7%)

10
(8.5%)

SP* 16
(22.9%)

29
(41.4%)

10
(14.3%)

15
(21.4%)

13
(18.6%)

27
(38.6%)

12
(17.1%)

18
(25.7%)
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TABLE 2. Statistical significance of the differences in F1 scores and MCC, evaluated by repeatedly (n = 1000)

choosing a random sample of five years and calculating the F1 score and MCC of the JRA-55 and ERA-Interim

classifiers on the storms that occurred in the sampled five years. kJRA-55 (kERAInt) are the number of times the

JRA-55 (ERA-Interim) classifier achieves a higher performance score. P(X ≥ k|ps = 0.5) is the probability of

obtaining at least k = max(kJRA-55,kERAInt) successes in n Bernoulli trials, assuming the null hypothesis is true,

i.e., that the probability of success, ps, equals 0.5. Statistically significant values are in bold.

514

515

516

517

518

519

F1 score MCC

kJRA-55 kERAInt P(X≥k | ps = 0.5) kJRA-55 kERAInt P(X≥k | ps = 0.5)

NAT 499 501 5.38E-01 526 474 5.34E-02

WNP (JMA) 677 323 7.93E-30 698 302 4.79E-37

WNP (JTWC) 664 336 8.52E-26 754 246 7.93E-61

ENP 609 391 2.81E-12 642 358 1.03E-19

NI 598 402 2.81E-12 868 132 1.15E-123

SI 705 295 1.19E-39 682 318 1.82E-31

AUS 616 384 1.09E-13 657 343 9.24E-24

SP 741 259 1.08E-54 745 255 1.54E-56
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TABLE 3. Statistics of the time series of F1 scores and MCCs: Sample mean and standard deviation (JRA-55

/ ERA-Interim), p-values of the slope of the linear regression lines (JRA-55 / ERA-Interim), Pearson correlation

coefficient (R) between the JRA-55 and the ERA-Interim time series, and p-value of that correlation coefficient.

Statistically significant values are in bold.

520

521

522

523

Basin mean stdev p-value of slope R p-value of R

F1 score (1979-2015)

NAT 0.79 / 0.80 0.09 / 0.09 7.43E-02 / 2.36E-01 0.76 4.35E-03

WNP 0.90 / 0.88 0.05 / 0.05 8.59E-03 / 9.07E-02 0.79 2.34E-03

MCC (1979-2015)

NAT 0.61 / 0.61 0.16 / 0.14 5.12E-02 / 1.13E-01 0.78 2.93E-03

WNP 0.81 / 0.77 0.10 / 0.11 1.46E-02 / 7.91E-02 0.82 1.04E-03
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FIG. 1. Comparison of CPS-based ET detection with the best-track labels in the NAT and the WNP, using

the JRA-55 (left column) and ERA-Interim (right column) classifications, for the time period 1979-2015. Each

dot represents one storm: Green dots mark the position of ET completion for true positive storms (i.e., storms

that were classified as ET storms in the CPS-based detection as well as in the best-track labels), red dots denote

locations where false positive storms (i.e., storms that were classified as ET storms by the CPS but not by the

best-track labels) completed ET, and the ET positions of false negative storms (i.e., storms that were classified as

ET storms by the best-track labels but not by the CPS) are shown in magenta – here, the ET position is defined

as the location where the storm is for the first time considered extratropical in the best-track data. Finally, the

blue dots mark the locations where the true negative storms (which did not undergo ET in either of the two

classification methods) acquire their lifetime maximum intensity.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the CPS-based ET detection (using the JRA-55 classification) with the best-track labels

in (a) the SH and (b) the NI, for the time period 2003-2015. The meaning of the dots and colors is the same as

in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of CPS-based ET detection with the best-track labels in the ENP, using the JRA-55 (left)

and ERA-Interim (right) classifications, for the time period 1979-2015. The meaning of the dots and colors is

the same as in Fig. 1.
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FIG. 4. Box and whisker plots of all CPS parameters in the ENP, calculated in JRA-55 and ERA-Interim for

all 6-hourly TC positions recorded in the best-track data. The box extends from the lower to the upper quartile,

with a red line at the median, and the whiskers extend from the 5th to the 95th percentile.
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FIG. 5. Composite geopotential height fields (units: m) of all 114 TCs that are incorrectly labeled as ET storms

(i.e., that are false positive) by the ERA-Interim classifier, but that are correctly labeled as non-ET storms (i.e.,

that are true negative) by the JRA-55 classifier. The composites are calculated from storm-centered geopotential

height fields extracted at the time when ERA-Interim declares ET completion, in a 20◦ lat× 20◦ lon box at three

pressure levels (top: 900 hPa, middle: 600 hPa, bottom: 300 hPa), in (left) JRA-55 and (right) ERA-Interim.
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FIG. 6. Probability density functions of the differences between the best-track ET times and the ET completion

in the CPS, based on the ET events from 1979 to 2015 in the NAT and the WNP, and from 2003 to 2015 in the

SH. The vertical lines indicate the means of the distributions, and the shaded regions represent values within one

standard deviation about the mean. Positive (negative) time differences indicate that the best-track ET time is

later than (earlier than) the ET completion in the CPS.
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FIG. 7. a) F1 scores assessing the performance of the CPS classifiers. In the NAT, the WNP (JMA) and the

ENP, the F1 scores are based on the period 1979-2015, while the scores for the WNP (JTWC), NI, SI, AUS,

and the SP have been calculated based on the period 2003-2015. The results for the WNP are shown for the

best-track archives of JMA as well as JTWC. b) Precision and recall associated with the F1 scores in a); scores

are marked as circles for JRA-55, and as triangles for ERA-Interim.
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FIG. 8. MCCs assessing the performance of the CPS-based ET classification. In the NAT, the WNP (JMA)

and the ENP, the MCCs are based on the period 1979-2015, while those for the WNP (JTWC), NI, SI, AUS,

and the SP have been calculated based on the period 2003-2015. The results for the WNP are shown for the

best-track archives of JMA as well as JTWC.
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FIG. 9. Time series of (top) F1 scores and (bottom) MCCs in (left) the NAT and (right) the WNP, for JRA-55

and ERA-Interim. Each data point represents the classification performance calculated on a three-year period.

The dashed lines are the linear regression best fits to the time series.
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